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he degree to which the materials of modern technology enable and improve our state of life is not adequately appreciated. A century ago, or even half a century ago, less than 12
materials were in wide use: wood, brick, iron, copper, gold, silver,
and a few plastics. Today, however, substantial materials diversity in products of every kind is the rule rather than the exception. [A modern computer chip, for example, employs more
than 60 different elements (1).] This use of materials is not a
whim of the designer, but a carefully calculated effort to achieve
increasingly high performance in products simple to complex.
Rich Materials Palette of Modern Products
There are many examples of this evolution in material complexity (2), but a particularly vivid one is the increase in diversity
of the “superalloy” metals used in aircraft turbine blades, as
shown in Fig. 1. These nickel-rich alloys are corrosion resistant
and stable at higher temperatures than most metals and alloys.
As the ﬁgure shows, additional alloying elements have been
added one by one over the years, and the alloys have assumed
more complex structural forms as well. The result has been a
relatively steady increase in the engine operating temperature
over time, carrying with it increased engine efﬁciency and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. A similar story could be told for
most of today’s more advanced technologies and products.
This utilization of materials provides great beneﬁts; faster
computers, more dependable vehicles, and higher-resolution
medical images, to cite a few. However, this design approach
comes with a challenge: can robust supplies of all these materials
be ensured? Doubts have been raised with respect to available
metal supplies and escalating demands (3–5). If shortages of
some materials emerge, it has been suggested that we substitute
other materials for them, but is this a realistic idea? We explore
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these issues as we assess the degree to which modern society is
materials-dependent, and to what degree that dependency carries with it beneﬁts and challenges.
Life Cycles of Materials
Metal supply and demand, nationally and globally, are illuminated by deﬁning the processes that comprise metal life cycles
and then by quantifying the ﬂows from one life stage to another
(6, 7). To illustrate, consider the circular display of Fig. 2, which
shows the nickel cycle for China in 2005 (8). The cycle is characterized by processes that are linked through markets (9), each
indicating trade with other regions at the respective life stages.
The scrap market plays a central role in that it connects waste
management with production and fabrication. The cycle is surrounded by entities other than trade partners lying outside of the
system boundary: the lithosphere from which ore extraction takes
place, repositories for nickel losses occurring in production, fabrication, and manufacturing (e.g., production wastes such as
tailings and slags), and landﬁlling.
Production includes mining/milling, smelting, and reﬁning:
The blended or concentrated ore is smelted to a nickel matte and
then reﬁned into a variety of nickel products. In fabrication,
virgin and recycled nickel is used for the production of intermediate nickel products (e.g., wire), which are then used in
manufacturing for ﬁnal goods (e.g., automobiles). At the use life
stage, the inﬂow equals the outﬂow from manufacturing as adjusted by trade ﬂows. The difference between in- and outﬂow
into use is the net addition of nickel goods to in-use stock. The
ﬁnal stage of the cycle is waste management, which includes the
collection, separation, treatment, recycling (mostly as scrap), and
deposition (mostly as landﬁlling) of waste. The quantiﬁcation of
such a cycle requires assembling and harmonizing data from
national and global statistics, industry associations, and technology experts, followed by harmonization of the results.
The speciﬁc example of the 2005 nickel cycle for China (Fig. 2)
reveals several features. One is that import occurs at every life
stage except for a modest outﬂow following manufacture. A
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It is indisputable that modern life is enabled by the use of materials
in its technologies. Those technologies do many things very well,
largely because each material is used for purposes to which it is
exquisitely ﬁtted. The result over time has been a steady increase in
product performance. We show that this materials complexity has
markedly increased in the past half-century and that elemental life
cycle analyses characterize rates of recycling and loss. A further
concern is that of possible scarcity of some of the elements as their
use increases. Should materials availability constraints occur, the
use of substitute materials comes to mind. We studied substitution
potential by generating a comprehensive summary of potential
substitutes for 62 different metals in all their major uses and of the
performance of the substitutes in those applications. As we show
herein, for a dozen different metals, the potential substitutes for
their major uses are either inadequate or appear not to exist at
all. Further, for not 1 of the 62 metals are exemplary substitutes
available for all major uses. This situation largely decouples materials
substitution from price, thereby forcing material design changes to
be primarily transformative rather than incremental. As wealth
and population increase worldwide in the next few decades,
scientists will be increasingly challenged to maintain and improve
product utility by designing new and better materials, but doing
so under potential constraints in resource availability.

Fig. 1. The progressive development of the metal palette in high-temperature superalloys (reprinted from ref. 2, which, in turn, was adapted from
ref. 34). Reprinted with permission of ASM International. All rights reserved
(www.asminternational.org). The maximum alloy operating temperature is
the highest temperature at which the alloy maintains satisfactory physical
properties for at least 100 h at 140-MPa pressure (2), without the use of aids
like thermal coatings or cooling mechanisms.

second is that ﬂow into use is more than 10 times the ﬂow out of
use, an indication of the rapid buildup of the Chinese economy.
A third is that the recycling structure is reasonably well developed, although the bulk of the inputs to recycling are from
manufacturing scrap and not obsolete products. The implications
are that the Chinese nickel cycle was far from equilibrium and
highly dependent on international trade, neither feature of which
was properly understood before quantiﬁcation of the cycle.
Quantiﬁed elemental cycles have particular resonance because
of their policy implications, both for corporations [as in improving material efﬁciency (10)] and governments [as in minimizing loss during recycling (11)]. Analyses of rates of recycling
show that many metals see little or no recycling (12). Where
discards are not lost, however, they often become objects of international trade. There is obvious ﬁnancial relevance here, but
there has also been a realization that international trade permits
countries to import materials for which they do not have domestic resources (13), or to lose material in export instead of
using domestic recycling to provide secondary resources (14).
Analysis and comparison of the trade of material among countries or regions (15) help to identify the different roles regions
play in the global trade network, and provide insights into policy
options to promote supply security and sustainable development
of resources.
Criticality of Metals
A metal’s life cycle tells a great deal about the current situation
but says nothing about possible changes in supply or demand at
any point in the cycle. Those aspects can be addressed to at least
some degree by studies of a metal’s criticality. This concept
originated in 2006 when the US National Research Council
(NRC) undertook a study to address the lack of understanding
and of data on nonfuel minerals important to the US economy.
The report (16) deﬁned the criticality of minerals as a function of
two variables: importance of uses and availability. The NRC
committee carried out preliminary criticality analyses for several
metals. Of those surveyed, a number were identiﬁed as critical:
rhodium, platinum, manganese, niobium, indium, and the rare
earths. Copper was not considered critical, not because of lack of
importance but because supply risk was judged to be low. A
number of other elements were located between these extremes.
The evaluations were regarded as very preliminary but served to
point out the potentially great differences in criticality among
a number of the metals.
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There has since been further interest in criticality work (17),
enough to warrant the development of a more rigorous and
quantitative methodology for assessing criticality. In perhaps the
most comprehensive of these, a group at Yale University has
extended the NRC approach to address three key dimensions,
each of which comprises one axis of criticality space: supply risk
(SR), environmental implications (EI), and vulnerability to supply
restriction (VSR) (18). Fig. 3 illustrates the concept and shows
that a number of indicators must be evaluated for each of the
three axes to locate an element in this 3D criticality space.
Additionally, many of the indicators are weighted by countrylevel production data for mining and/or reﬁning processes for the
corresponding metal. Using the methodology is an exercise in both
data acquisition and expert judgment. For many of the geologically
scarcer specialty metals, data are in short supply, and informed
estimates are needed to paint a complete picture.
The results of the criticality study for a group of six elements
commonly found in copper ores (copper, silver, gold, arsenic,
selenium, and tellurium) is shown in Fig. 4, plotted in 3D criticality space. The best estimate for each metal is given by the
central dot, with the “uncertainty cloud” generated by a Monte
Carlo calculation in which the uncertainties of the various metrics are varied across their uncertainty ranges. An important
realization is that the uncertainties are not signiﬁcant enough to
diminish the general level of conclusions that can be drawn from
the diagram, on which several features stand out. First, the
supply risk for some metals (arsenic, silver, tellurium) is much
greater than for some others (copper, gold). Environmental
implications also vary widely, from minimal for copper, selenium,
and tellurium to signiﬁcant for arsenic and high for gold. The
high vulnerability to supply restriction for copper and gold
reﬂects their very wide use in modern technology and, in the case
of gold, the lower availability of its most viable substitute (i.e.,
silver). The degree to which metals may be substituted and how
available these substitutes are play an important role in determining each metal’s criticality. Similar studies now nearing
completion for other metals demonstrate that distinctions such
as these are common among the metals, with scarce metals recently
used in advanced products being more likely than the more commonly used metals to be at higher degrees of criticality.

Fig. 2. Material ﬂow analysis for nickel in China, 2005 (8). The small dots
between the life stages are the markets through which imports and exports
ﬂow. Min, mining; S, smelting; R, reﬁning; F, fabrication; Mfg, manufacturing;
U, use; W, waste management and recycling. The units are Gg Ni (thousand
metric tons). The line width approximates the relative nickel ﬂow from one
node to another.
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Substitution in Light of Possible Resource Constraints
The evaluations of criticality discussed above are contemporary
snapshot assessments. A number of studies have attempted to
look into the materials future, anticipating increasing demands
on the supplies of one or more of the elements. Some of these
investigations (4, 19) invoke the possibility of shortages. Others
(20, 21) express more conﬁdence in sustainable long-term supply.
Because such factors as energy costs, technology transformations,
and geopolitics are unpredictable, it is not possible to be certain as
to the degree one should be concerned about possible resource
constraints. However, a related question can be asked: what is the
potential for substitution by something else if the supply of a given
element becomes constrained?
It has long been a tenet of resource economics that if a material’s price should increase due to scarcity or some other factor,
then the high price relative to historic norms will stimulate increased exploration and thereby increased supply, as well as
encouraging the development by engineers and technologists of
a suitable substitute (22, 23). It is certainly possible to cite
instances in which the latter has occurred. A classic example is

Fig. 4. Locations of the geological copper family of elements in criticality
space, global level, 2008. The highest level of criticality is at 100, 100, 100
(back right top) (updated version of a display from ref. 35).
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that of cobalt use in batteries in the 1970s. When a civil war in
Zaire caused a sharp decrease in the cobalt supply, scientists at
the General Motors Research Laboratories and elsewhere developed excellent magnets that used no cobalt (24). More recently, a shortage of rhenium, used in superalloys in gas turbines
(1), stimulated the General Electric Research Laboratories to
develop alternative alloys containing little or no rhenium (25). In
each case, these were not direct metal for metal substitutions,
but the development of alternative materials. However, do material transformations like these occur routinely or are these
special cases? Were metal for metal substitution possibilities
overlooked? Are there shortages that for one reason or another
have not inspired substitute identiﬁcation and use or have found
substitution difﬁcult or impossible?
To investigate substitution in more detail, we determined the
major uses for all of the metals and metalloids in the periodic
table (62 in number) for the year 2008. For each of these uses,
we then determined the best-performing (or primary) substitute
and how well that substitute performs. We then analyzed this
package of information with the goal of gaining new perspectives
on the likelihood of substitution when viewed comprehensively
rather than for a few successful examples.
It is not straightforward, in general, to determine the major
uses of metals except in the case of those used in traditional
technologies and over long periods of time: iron, copper, zinc,
and the like. For others, the various uses to which the metal is
put may be known to technologists, but not more generally. Even
for those specialists, the fractions of produced metal that enter
the various uses are often not generally available. To estimate
those use fractions, we surveyed those most likely to know: industry associations, metal producers, metal marketers, consultancies, and product designers. The results of our estimations
should be viewed from that perspective. We do not attempt to
determine substitutes for all possible uses of the metals, but for
those that make up at least 80% by mass of total use (typically
three to ﬁve uses). We regard the order of use as likely correct in
most cases and the fractional distribution into those uses as
approximate (and variable over time).
The best substitute for a metal in a particular use is not always
readily apparent, as is known by every materials scientist. There
are general frameworks for determining likely substitutes, such as
the multiparameter plots of Ashby (26); but in general, each situation must be investigated on its own. Our approach was to review the literature of substitution to the degree possible and then
to interview materials scientists and product designers. The goal
we set is to determine the best potential substitute in each case,
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Fig. 3. The Yale analytical framework for determining metal criticality at the global level, with the metrics described in detail in ref. 18.

Table 1. Tungsten uses and potential substitutes
Fraction into
application

Application
details

Cemented carbides

50%* (36)

Mill products

15%* (36)

Specialty steels

8.5%†

Metal cutting and forming tools,
and mining and construction
equipment
Light ﬁlaments, electrodes,
and welding applications
Tool steels and dies

Superalloys

8.5%†

Turbine engine components

Other

18%* (36)

Includes pigments and
counterweights

Application

Contributory tungsten
properties

Primary
substitutes

Substitute
performance

High hardness and high
compressive strength

Boron nitride (37)

Adequate

High melting point

Molybdenum

Good

Resistance to mechanical and
thermal shock
Corrosion resistance and
high temperature strength
Low vapor pressure and high
density

Molybdenum (37, 38)

Good

Nickel and molybdenum
alloys (37)
Diverse

Good
Not applicable

*Value for 2005.
†
Value for 2005, and superalloys and steels were aggregated in global statistics (36) so we assumed an equal division of use.

regardless of whether it is in fact a good substitute. For broad end
use categories such as industrial machinery or catalysts, we select
the substitute that could replace the largest mass fraction of the
broad category. We then estimate the likely performance of the
substitute in a particular use, again through literature searches and
by consulting with product designers and materials scientists.
Through consideration of all of these factors, we deﬁne the
substitutability for each element, that is, the evaluation of the
degree to which material substitution in a metal’s major uses is
likely to be relatively successful. Table 1 demonstrates features
of this process, using tungsten as the example. Tungsten has ﬁve
major use categories (or set of applications), each of which relates
to speciﬁc physical and chemical properties of the element. For
each use, and drawing extensively on the materials science literature and expert opinion, we identify the substitute element that
will most closely approach the performance of tungsten in that
application and then deﬁne on an ordinal basis how well that substitute performs. The ratings are exemplary, good, adequate, or
poor, with the four designations in the analysis as 12.5, 37.5, 62.5,
and 87.5 (i.e., the respective medians of the ranges 0–25, 25–50,
50–75, and 75–100). For three of tungsten’s ﬁve uses, the potential
substitute is determined to provide good performance. For the use
in of cemented carbides in Table 1 (which is, by far, tungsten’s
major application), an adequate substitute exists. In the ﬁfth case,
substitution varies over the diverse uses, and there is no single
substitute for this use.
Details of the overall analysis and a complete table of potential
substitutes for the major uses of 62 metals are given in SI Text.
We have compiled or determined the major uses and addressed
materials substitution across these major uses of the metals of
the periodic table. The result can be no more than an approximation of reality because of data limitations and because of the
constant ﬂuctuation in metal use in response to technological
innovation, market forces, and the like. Nonetheless, it provides
a foundation useful for analyses of the life cycles of metals, the
dependence of technology development on competing uses for
the same material, the market potential of substitute materials,
and related issues.
The aggregated summary of this research is shown in the substitute performance periodic table of Fig. 5. In a number of cases,
the ratings seem unsurprising, but others are nonintuitive. For
several widely used metals, aluminum and zinc, for example, substitute performance throughout their major uses is moderate to
good. For others of the widely used metals, however (copper,
chromium, manganese, and lead), this is not the case; for those
elements, no good substitutes are presently available for their major
uses. Other metals with low to very low substitute performance
include the important superalloy metal rhenium, the platinum
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group metal rhodium, several of the rare earths (lanthanum,
europium, dysprosium, thulium, and ytterbium), yttrium, strontium, and thallium.
A further very interesting result is that absolutely none of the
62 metals have substitutes that provide exemplary performance
across all its major applications. Therefore, one might say that
facile substitution as a generic solution to supply risk fails in
every case. There are considerable nuances and interpretations
in our analysis, and one should be cautious of universal statements, but it seems very clear that substitution in the face of
metal scarcity is not a general panacea. In fact, if the information
in Supporting Information is combined with the relative willingness of users to pay, one could explore which application or
applications of a metal “drop out” ﬁrst if supply is disrupted.
It is important to recall the methodology used for this evaluation when interpreting the results. In each case, the result is
heavily inﬂuenced by the use fractions of the major uses and the
existence of suitable substitute performance. For the rare earths
and platinum group metals, for example, the best substitute is
generally a metal from the same group, thus posing the same
supply risk as the target metal.
Future of Materials Use
It is paradoxical that the materials complexity of modern products brings with it a heightened level of risk. Because each
constituent is carefully chosen to enable exquisite performance,

Fig. 5. The periodic table of substitute performance. The results are scaled
from 0 to 100, with 0 indicating that exemplary substitutes exist for all major
uses and 100 indicating that no substitute with even adequate performance
exists for any of the major uses.
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precise physical and chemical properties essentially become
requirements. Substitution by a different material, in those cases,
is very likely to decrease product performance, raise the price,
or both. The product thus becomes increasingly vulnerable to
supply risks resulting from natural disasters, political unrest in
crucial mining regions, energy restrictions, trade barriers, or
other causes.
Complexity carries with it another attribute, which is that the
ore deposits that yield the metals used in complex products are
not uniformly distributed from a geographical perspective. No
country or region, in fact, has substantial deposits of everything;
platinum comes largely from South Africa and Russia, copper
from Chile and the United States, strontium from China and
Spain, and so on. The consequence is that modern technology
is dependent on resources from every continent other than
Antarctica, a situation that increases the potential for geopolitical
machinations as far as resources are concerned.
Over the longer term, some comfort might be drawn from
evidence that mature societies may reach saturation points for
the amount of metals in use on a per capita basis. A convincing
case has been made for iron saturation for several countries (Fig.
6) (27), and a tentative conﬁrmation is seen for aluminum in the
United States (28). These data seem to be saying that, at a certain
point, an individual’s share of iron and aluminum in buildings,
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Fig. 6. Per capita iron stocks in use vs. per capita gross domestic product
(GDP) purchasing power parity (1990 international dollars). Iron stock data
are based on medium lifetime assumptions, except for Japan, where lower
lifetime estimates were applied. The thick gray-green line is a ﬁtted logistic
growth curve used to estimate the contemporary iron stocks in other countries. Reprinted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society.

bridges, automobiles, and other products is as much as is desired,
and further injections of the metals need only replace metal that
is discarded in obsolete products. As more metals data are acquired, we may expect to see this situation extended to other
major metals, thus opening the door over the next few decades to
a gradual shift from primary to secondary resources as the
principal source of supply. This behavior seems less likely for the
scarcer metals, which have been used only within the last two or
three decades, whose use is increasing, and whose end-of-life
recycling is generally low (29). For those metals, saturation of
per capita demand may be a long time coming. Additionally,
saturation at the per capita level should not be overemphasized,
because absolute resource demands will continue to grow: emerging economies with their large and growing populations will more
than compensate for any saturation seen in mature and industrialized countries during the coming years.
What does this enhanced understanding of metal demand and
metal use say to the “if we run short, the market will produce a
substitute” argument? The ﬁrst thing to say is that for some
materials and for some ﬁnal products, we know of no suitable
substitute. In other cases, product performance would suffer
markedly under substitution. These arguments can, of course, be
trumped by new and transformative technologies, many of which
are under active investigation: advanced composite materials
(30), bulk metallic glasses (31), and structural biological materials (32), to name a few. Transformations are unlikely to happen
rapidly, however: a recent study by the European Parliament
(33) states “The majority of substitutions are currently in the
research and development stage, and market-ready solutions are
rarely available.” Thus, the outstanding efforts of materials scientists over the last few decades appear to have effectively
decoupled substitution from price in many cases, because often no
suitable substitute can be found no matter what price is offered
without performance and function being seriously compromised.
It thus appears that society will need to pay more attention to
the acquisition and maintenance of nonrenewable resources than
has been the case in the past. Growing populations, growing
afﬂuence, and the materials diversity of modern technologies are
straining the resource capacities on which we draw. The situation
need not inspire panic, but should instead stimulate more diligent and more comprehensive approaches to the balance between supply and demand across the entire periodic table.
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